
 

Unit 1 revision (mega goal 3) 

• Vocabulary 

A) Put each word into a category in the chart  

Asthma              extraordinary               paramedics              unique                                                                           

 cyber                    networking               posted                      virtual  

Related to computers Synonym for ‘Special’ Related to health 

 
Cyber  
networking 
posted 
virtual 
 

 
Extraordinary 
unique 

 
Asthma 
paramedics    

 

B) Match the phrases with their meanings 

Phrases  Meaning  

[ C ] How on earth  A) understand 

[ E ] Hold on  B) Started to understand something 

[ D ] Hang out C) How is it possible 

[ A ] Get it  D) Spend time together informally 

[B  ] Got the hang of it E) Wait a moment  

 

C) Read the description of different people. Write the best word to describe each:  

        Adventurous             laid back             spontaneous                down-to-earth      

          loner                                     straightforward 

 

1. Fahad likes to spend time by himself. After school, he usually goes home and works on his 

computer. He likes playing computer games and watching films. He has a few friends at school, but 

he is happiest when he’s alone. David is a __loner__________________  

2. Lee is the kind of person that will always tell you the truth. He doesn’t like to play games or 

pretend. He never says things just to make someone feel good. He is honest and doesn’t hide 

anything. You always know where you stand with him. Lee is _ straightforward _________ 

3. Peter is not the kind of person who plans things out. He usually makes a decision and immediately 

acts on it. For example, last week, he really wanted to eat fish for dinner, so he got in his car and 

drove three hours to the beach to eat at his favorite seafood restaurant. After dinner, he got back 

in his car and drove home. Peter is ___ spontaneous _________ 

• Grammar  

A) Circle the auxiliary verb in each sentence: 

1. We are downloading an antivirus right now.  

2. I do not check my email when I am on vacation  

3. Online newspapers have become more popular than print newspaper 

4. We have been online for a long time.  

 

 



 

B) Write yes/ no questions  

1. He found lots of good resources for his essay online.      

                          Did he find lots of good resources for his essay online?  

2. She has posted photos on her website.       Has she posted photos on her website? 

3. She lives in London.                                                   Does she live in London?  

4. They played against each other.                    Did they play against each other? 

5. She has left school early.                              Has she left school early?  

6. You were texting all night yesterday.           Were you texting all night yesterday?  

7. The school is opened again.                             Is the school opened again? 

  

C) Complete the sentences with comparative and superlative forms  

1. My sister thinks she’s _more intelligent______ (intelligent) than me, but I don’t agree! 

2. Avatar is probably ___the worst_______ (bad) film I’ve seen! 

3. I think Men in Black 1 was __funnier_______ (funny) than Men in Black 3.  
4. John is __the nicest______ (nice) person I know.  
5. This novel is __the best__________ (good) book I’ve ever read. 

6. Friday is ___the busiest _______ (busy) day of the week. 

7. English is ___easier________ (easy) than Japan.  

8. This car is  ___more expensive_______ (expensive) than the other one.  

9. Social networking is __the best________ (good) way to stay connected with friends.  

10. The Taj Mahal in India is one of __the most beautiful___ (beautiful) buildings in the world.  

11. The most popular_____ (popular) online video game on the market is ‘Big Ideas 2’  

 

D) Find the participle in each sentence. 

1. The defeated employees protested against their employer.  

2. The arranged marriage brought joy to the families.  

3. The injured animal walked through the woods.  

4. None of the customers selected the painted vase.  

5. The cell phone was broken. I threw away the broken cell phone.  

6. The laptop was damaged. The computer technician fixed the damaged laptop.  

 

E) Choose the correct answer: 

1. The car needs to be (fix / fixed)  

2. The washing machines needs to be (repair / repaired)  

3. We are getting a new house (build / built / builds) 

4. I had my bag (stolen / steal / steals) when I was on holiday.  

5. We usually have our bedrooms (redecorate / redecorated) every two years.  

6. The walls need to be (paint / painted). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Revision unit 2 (crime doesn’t pay) 
• Vocabulary  

A) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the box 

Commit           kidnapper           robbers             hijacker          pickpocket           inmate               poverty  
 

1. The ____kidnapper________ called the family of the child and asked for €1,000,000. 

2. The __hijacker__________ ordered the pilot to change the direction of the flight. 

3. Another word for prisoner is __inmate______________ 

4. Be careful on crowded buses as there are many ___pickpockets ___ looking for an 

opportunity to steal your wallet. 

5. Unfortunately, _poverty __________makes many people turn to crime. 

6. Don’t you agree that those who ____commit __________ a crime should be punished? 

7. According to witnesses, the bank ___robbers _____ were wearing masks and wigs. 
 

B) Read the definitions and find the crime that corresponds to each of them. 

[   5    ] entering a building illegally and stealing things  1. Kidnapping  

[    3    ] killing somebody 2. Hijacking  

[    1    ] taking somebody away by force and asking for money 

from his/her relatives 

3. Murder  

[    4    ] stealing something from somebody 4. Theft  

[   2     ] to take control of a moving vehicle by force 5. Burglary  

 
C) Match words with their meanings  

A B 

• Misdemeanor   (3) 1. without permission 

• Unauthorized   (1) 2. a prisoner 

• Inmate               (2) 3. a Minor crime 

• To abandon      (5)  4. ran away, escape 

• Fled                    (4) 5. to leave or give up something 

 

D) Complete each sentence with one of these words. 

   Coincidence             display              grim             insured              pavement                  suspect 

1. That watch is valuable. You should have it __insured_________ in case it’s ever stolen. 

2. The police are looking for the __suspect___________. He has dark hair and was wearing a 

green shirt. 

3. The news about the plane crash was ____grim _________. There were no survivors. 

4. I was just thinking of Tom, when I bumped into him on the street. What a __coincidence _! 

5. My brother fell on the ___pavement_____ at the skateboard park and broke his wrist. 

6. The department store has a beautiful vacation __display________ in their window 

 

 

 



 

• Grammar  
A) Rewrite the active sentences as passive sentences:  

1. The police catch thieves.         Thieves are caught by the police 

2. Somebody has opened the door.      The door has been opened.  

3. Somebody kidnapped the child.   The child was kidnapped. 

4. The police detectives will solve the mystery.  The mystery will be solved by 

the police detectives. 

5. The police discovered 54 moneyboxes in the suspect’s home.  54 moneyboxes 

were discovered in the suspect’s home.  

6. The police will fine him for littering the sidewalk.  He will be fined for littering 

the sidewalk.  

 

B) Correct the verb with past perfect or past perfect progressive: 

1. I __recognized_____ (recognize) him because I __had seen___ (see) him several times 

before. 

2. I had been working (work) there for 6 months before anybody _spoke (speak) to me. 

3. Before I _came______ (come), I _____had spoken______ (speak) to Jack.  

4. I had no money because the thief _had stolen_________ (steal) my wallet.  

5. When we __got_______ (get) to the station, the train __had left_______ (leave). 

6. He __had been repairing_____(repair) the radio for an hour when you __called (call). 

C) Complete the story, use the past tense: 

Charles and Beth __went________ (go) to the theater. They _attended_________ 

(attend) a play. The play __started__________ (start) at 7:00. Charles and Beth 

___enjoyed______ (enjoy) the theater. After the play, they __walked________ 

(walk) together in the park. The moon _was_______ (be) bright. They 

___talked_______ (talk) about their future.  

A) Complete the sentences with the past simple or the past progressive of the verbs in 

brackets. 

1. While I ___was driving___________ (drive) to work, a traffic policeman __stopped______ 

(stop) me because I wasn’t wearing my seat belt. 

2. While he ____was studying________ (study) at university, he __organized_________ 

(organize) a boycott.  

3. Last night I ___was sleeping_____ (sleep) when my brother ____came__ (come) home.  

4. When the teacher __asked_____(ask) me a question, I __wasn’t listening___ (not listen).  

5. When I _left_______ (leave), it __was snowing ___ (snow) heavily. 

6. Cathy ___broke_______(break) her arm while she _was playing ________ (play) in the 

garden.  

7. As the boys _were walking________ (walk) downtown, they _saw_____ (see) a man.  

 

 



Unit 3 revision mega goal 3 

• Vocabulary  

A) Match words with their meanings  

A B 

(    c   ) Preserve a) Not spoiled  

(     b  ) Conservation  b) To keep safe from injury, harm, or destruction  

(    f    ) Deforestation  c) Careful protection of something  

(    e   ) Reduction  d) Something that causes a person to act 

(    g   ) Lush e) Lessening, diminishing  

(   a    ) Pristine  f) The action of cutting down trees to clear forests 

(    d   ) Incentive  g) Abundantly green, fertile  

 

B) Choose the correct word to define the following sentences 

Cozy      relatively     unique      alternatively      ecosystem     surface     widespread      

capsule     commercial      undisturbed 

1. Mostly; more or less……relatively  

2. One of a kind; unusual …… unique 

3. Another option or choice ………alternatively 

4. Warm and comforting ……… cozy 

5. Covering a large area ………… widespread 

6. The outside or top of something …… surface 

7. Plants and animals that work together in nature…… ecosystem 

8. In its natural state; not bothered or touched……… undisturbed  

9. A kind of container ……… capsule  

 

• Grammar  

A) Rewrite the sentences to include the adverbs 

1. We ate anything on the airplane.         (hardly)             

we hardly ate anything on the plane. 

1. The food was bland for me.           (too)                        

the food was too bland for me. 

2. We were exhausted by the end of our trip.        (absolutely)  

we were absolutely exhausted by the end of our trip 

3. The airplane seat wasn’t big for me.          (enough)   

the airplane seat wasn’t big enough for me  

4. They were nice.          (very)         

 they were very nice  

5. He must have been fast.          (extremely)    

 He must have been extremely fast.  

6. She is sleeping right now.             (probably)             

 she is probably sleeping right now.  

7. We missed the beginning.            (actually)  

Actually, we missed the beginning.  

8. You’ll be staying with us.              (naturally)    

Naturally, you’ll be staying with us.  

 



B) Circle the correct adverb of degree in each sentence. 

1. There aren’t ( enough / scarcely ) rooms for us at this hotel. Some people can stay 

here, but other people will have to go to another hotel.  

2. It is ( nearly / extremely ) cold in the winter in Finland. People need to wear a lot of 

clothes to stay warm.  

3. I am ( almost / completely ) out of money. I only have 10 riyals left.  

4. It’s ( hardly / too ) late to go to the museum now. I’m going back to the hotel.  

5. The flight was ( rather / barely ) bumpy. I feel sick now.  

6. There were ( just / quite ) enough seats on the bus for all of us. Every seat was taken 

after we got on. 

 

C) Circle the best sentence adverb for each sentence. 

1 I’ll ( probably / fortunately ) apply to at least three colleges.  

2 I am ( certainly / unluckily ) not going to tell him something that will upset him. 

3 You have a big smile on your face. ( Obviously / Actually ) you did well on the exam 

4 I’m having a dinner party on the 3rd, although ( officially / naturally ) I don’t graduate 

until the 11th.  

5 That is an extraordinary bracelet! ( Presumably / Admittedly ), you keep it in a safe 

place 

 

 

D) Write questions for the following answers. Use the underlined words in each 

question. 

1. I don’t know what I’m doing this weekend.  

What are you doing this week?  

2. He’ll probably go to Dubai next vacation. 

Where will he go to next vacation? 

3. She’s meeting her sisters at the airport in an hour. 

Who is she meeting at the airport in an hour?  

 

C) Correct the verb using future tense (be going to or will)  

1. Maybe I ______will go___________ (go) to the exhibition at the Ha’il Museum 

2. I ___will probably stay__________ (probably / stay) there for an hour or two. 

3. He ___is definitely going to go________ (definitely / go) to the Champions League 

football game at eight. 

4. I guess we ___will probably be___________ (probably / be) the first people there. 

5. She ___is going to visit__________ (visit) her grandfather this weekend.  



Unit 4 revision   / mega goal 3 

• vocabulary 

A) complete the sentences with these words 

                     air         contestants          puzzling           broadcast           version  

1. Two words that mean “to transmit to an audience by radio or television station” are to 

___air and to ____broadcast  

2. People who take part in a contest are called ____contestants 

3. Something that is difficult to understand or solve is ___puzzling 

4. A variation of an earlier or original thing _version  

 
B) Match the words with their meanings 

A B 

__C___ Bugs a. Enjoy 

__A___ Get a kick out of b. Someone who watches too much TV 

__B___ Couch potato  c. Annoys 

__G___ Patent d. Someone who has financial success  

__D___ Prosperous e. The gradual change and development of an idea 

__F__ evolution f. A very important event in the development of something 

__E__ Milestone g. Obtain the right to make or sell a new invention or product 

 

• grammar  

A) rewrite the sentences another way. Change the order of the direct and indirect objects 

in each sentence. 

1. They bought her a new laptop.             They bought a new laptop for her 

2. He lent his car to a friend.                       He lent a friend his car. 

3. Faisal gave pictures to his fans.   Faisal gave his fans pictures. 

4. The host gave the guest star a cup of coffee.   

                      The host gave a cup of coffee to the guest star. 

5. My friend told me a great joke.               My friend told a great joke to me. 

6. The boy wrote his mother a poem.     The boy wrote a poem to his mother 

7. The prosperous old woman gave the charity a fortune.  

                          The prosperous old woman gave a fortune to the charity. 
 

B) add (for / to) to complete each sentence.  

1. He bought a gift __for______ each contestant. 

2. Could you also hand the phone ____to_____ me? 

3. She gave the worksheet ___to______  us.  

4. I recorded the episode _____for____ you. 

5. Alan wrote an email ____to_______  Ahmed.  

6. I’m sorry I spoke ____to_____ you the way I did.  

7. Our teacher pronounced the word ___for________ us.  

8. My friend will translate the film ___for________ us. 



 

 

C) Write the article a, an, or the where necessary. 

1. What makes ________ Riyadh _____ global city and one of ______ best places to work in 

____ Saudi Arabia?  

2. ____ bullet train can travel at ______ speed of 300 Km ____ hour. It isn’t as fast as 

_______ airplane, but _____ trip on ____ express train can take ______ shorter time.  

3. You can see _____ moon when ____ sun goes down at ___ night  

4. ________ Great Pyramid of ____ is one of ______ Seven Wonders of _____ Ancient 

World. 

 

D) Choose the correct answer  

1. The Hail Rally is a car race (which / who) attracts many spectators  

2. the talk show host presents the show (which / who) broadcasts in the afternoon 

3. A camera operator is a person (which / who) requires a steady hand  

4. the contestant (which / who) won the quiz show prize is a millionaire now 

5. A remote control is something (which / who) is used to change the TV station  

6. A forensic scientist is a person (which / who) gathers evidence from a crime scene 

 

E) Omit the relative pronoun if it is possible, and show whether the relative pronoun is 

acting as a subject or an object 

1. Arabic is a language which requires a lot of practice.                     (subject / object)  

2. English is the language which we are studying right now.             (subject / object) 

3. My grandfather is the person who I admire most.                          (subject / object) 

4. The popcorn which I ate made me thirsty.                                        (subject / object) 

5. The director who we met on the film set yesterday was funny.    (subject / object)  

- a the 
- 
A  a an 
an a an a 

the the - 
The  - the the 

Not possible 

English is the language we are studying right now. 

My grandfather is the person I admire most. 

The popcorn I ate made me thirsty 

The director we met on the film set yesterday was funny 



Unit 5 revision mega goal 3 

• Vocabulary 

A) Match the words with their meanings  

A B 

[   d   ] Satisfaction  a. To work together well  

[   e   ] Status  b. Money received or earned 

[   f    ] Entail  c. Feeling of contentment  

[    g  ] Appreciate  d. State of condition  

[    b  ] Income e. To involve or require  

[    a  ] Cooperate  f. To be grateful for  

  

B) Match the job title with the job descriptions 

___C____ zoologist  a. This is a special kind of doctor that operates on sick or injured 
people. 

___e___ Race car driver  b. This person writes the plots and scripts for TV and films. 

___b__ screen writer c. This person is involved in the study and care of animals. 

___f __ social worker d. This is a doctor for animals. 

___a____ surgeon e. This person drives fast cars in contests. 

___d____ veterinarian  f. This is someone who helps people in need, such as the poor or 
disabled. 

 

• Grammar  

A) Rearrange the words and phrases to form sentences. 

1. he / that / bring his résumé to the interview / he recommended  

2. I / to tell me / want / you / about any problems you have  

3. not / demanded / the boss / he / be late again / that  

4. you / applying for the job / like / to consider / I’d  

B) Write the question tags. 

1. It was a part-time job, _________________ ?  

2. He works in a bank, _________________ ?  

3. You are not going to resign from your job _________________ ?  

4. They took over the company, _________________ ?  

5. There’s a new manager in charge, _________________ ?  

 

 

He recommended that he bring his resume to the interview 

I want you to tell me about any problems you have. 

The boss demanded that he not be late again  

I’d like you to consider applying for the job 

Wasn’t it 

doesn’t he 

are you 

didn’t they 

isn’t there 



C) Choose the appropriate sentence or expression for a polite answer.  

1. Will you help me with my résumé?    a. Why should I?      b. Certainly.       c. Are you serious?  

2. Would you let me see those files?      a. Not now. I’m busy.       b. They’re mine.       c. Sure.  

3. Could you turn off your smartphone?    a. Of course.       b. I’m online.      c. No way!  

4. Let me carry that box for you.         a. That’s very kind of you.        b. Not likely.          c. Why? 

 

D) Choose the correct answer  

1. Adel (has to / mustn’t) pack grocery bags because the customers pack their own.  

2. He (has to / mustn’t) be patient with his customers.  

3. He (has to / mustn’t) go shopping without any cash.  

4. The mother (has to / mustn’t) be responsible for her child.  

5. We (must / needn’t) pack any towels for the trip. The hotel provided everything. 

 



Unit 6 revision / mega goal 3 

• Vocabulary  

A) Choose the correct word:  

                   organic              pesticides              recycle              a piece of cake  

1. Farmers use __pesticides______ to stop bugs and weeds from killing their crops. 

2. _Organic______ food is produced entirely without chemicals.  

3. This is when we make something new out of old material __recycle______ 

4. Very easy __a piece of cake 

 

• Grammar  

A) Write the verb in either its gerund or infinitive form 

1. The Smiths are considering ___getting______________ (get) solar panels. 

2. We quit ___watering______________ (water) our yard during the summer. 

3. I advise ___separating______________ (separate) your paper and glass recycling. 

4. The government wants us _____to conserve____________ (conserve) energy. 

5. I expect ____to have__________ (have) a low energy bill this month. 

6. We hope ____to start_____________ (start) our own business someday. 

7. I try ____to get _________________ (get) an hour of reading in every day. 

8. Tom decided ___to apply_________________ (apply) to medical school. 

9. We enjoy ___watching____________ (watch) silly game shows.  

 

B) Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the simple present or 

present progressive. 

1. Scientists say that the world’s climate ___is changing________ (change) rapidly. 

2. Planet Earth __goes_______________ (go) round the sun. 

3. Do you believe ____ (you/believe) that the oceans will cover Earth one day? 

4. Water ___boils _________ (boil) at 100 C. 

5. The moon ___goes________ (go) around Earth. 

6. Currently, the number of immigrants in our country ___is increasing_____ (increase)  

 

C) Complete the sentences about facts. Use the simple present or will in the second clause. 

1. If you __heat__________ (heat) ice, it ___melts__________ (melt).  

2. 2. If they _replant_____ (replant) the forest, it _will take___ (take) several years to grow 

again. 

3. The ranger ___will ask_ (ask) you to leave if you _don’t obey__ (not obey) the park rules.  

4. If we teach___ (teach) children in school about green issues, they __will treat__ (treat) 

the environment with more respect.  

5. 5. If you ____mix___ (mix) flour and water, you _end up ___(end up) with batter. 


